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About This Game
Test your hand eye coordination as well as your patience as you throw shuriken, knives, and hatchets at a variety of targets in
environments and levels that will make you ask in amazement: "Did I really pay money for this?!"
Features:
Picking things up!
Throwing things!
Hitting things!
Dropping things!
My inevitable downward spiral and public mental breakdown!
NOTE: SECURE WRISTS STRAPS BEFORE PLAYING!
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Title: STARS Simulation
Genre: Action, Adventure, Indie, Simulation, Early Access
Developer:
Just Amusing Myself Studios
Publisher:
Just Amusing Myself Studios
Release Date: Sep 2016

b4d347fde0
Minimum:
Requires a 64-bit processor and operating system
OS: Windows 7
Processor: Intel Core i7-4790
Memory: 16 GB RAM
Graphics: Nvidia 970 GTX
DirectX: Version 11
Storage: 1 GB available space
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simulation of stars. stars simulation video. stars reservoir simulation. stars simulation. 100k stars simulation. stars simulation
software. brawl stars simulator. binary stars simulation. stars simulator bus. seeing stars simulation. galaxy stars simulation. first
stars simulation. stars simulation vr
If you compare this game with the more famous then the first thing that comes to mind is the game "Total War: Shogun 2 - Fall
of the Samurai". In both games there are two game modes - a turn-based strategy and a battle sim in real time. In contrast to the
"Fall of the Samurai" the main characters of this game are warships. We can say that this is a light naval version of the games of
the "Total War" series. Not everyone wants to understand that both games are difficult for mastering a beginner. It's more
difficult to understand this game, but you can do it already playing.
These games differ in the level of realism and historicity of units and battles. In my opinion, the series "Total War" was never a
historical wargame. But in "Philippines 1898' everything is serious and realistic, but not so beautiful and fast. Sometimes one
only has to observe the course of the naval battle without interfering with it.
If you are not afraid to spend several evenings to understand the rules of the game, you will get a unique chance to play in a very
realistic simulator of sea battles. As the "Distant Guns", if you understand what I mean.... Like the other reviews state, for an
early access game it is pretty damn good, it mixes some isaac and nuclear throne mechanics together and does this pretty well.
Graphics look good (Pixel <3), sound is good, controls are good and responsive and the music is good.
Currently the game has 3 playable character each with their own little special trait, such as increased fire rate, 1 more hp and
move speed.
During the game you will unlock items that grant you some special abilities just like in isaac you will also pick up different
weapons like in nuclear throne, and like in nuclear throne your weapons need ammo, run out of ammo and you will have to drop
the weapon you are currently wielding and use your infinite ammo low dmg pistol.
So far I have encountered 3 types of weapons energy, shell and bullet based, what those weapons are you will have to go and
explore, at first the game might feel easy, but it has a learning curve.
Would I recommend this game? YES! A million times YES!. Usually these sort of games are local only so I can look past the
jankyness in places. Devs seem active so wait and see if unsure.. My love daughter is a Cruel yet fun, Intriguing but repetetive
game that seems more at home on a portable device then a PC. either way i enjoy my haunting experience with this game and
cant recommend it enough. just make sure you have a podcast or something going on in the background.
7 / 10 - Good Game.
P.S. it's fun to know Full Metal Alchemist becuase i can make anime references worst than murdering my homunculi
daughters.. great and light as non steam version.
One thing is that I do hope modders keep making the mods for rfactor 1 :D
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I really wanted to enjoy it, but I don't. I also feel pretty bad about this, because as a game it's alright: it runs, it's stable, it does
what it says on the tin. But it's just not that fun.
The one gun on your ship feels anaemic and weak, and the first upgrade doesn't actually feel that noticeable in terms of your
speed or the power of your weapon.
The second upgrade is the tank, which has its own problems as it's slow and it's huge so everything hits you, and by the time
you've built up enough of a combo to trigger the tank upgrade there'll be a lot of enemies and projectiles to be hit by, so you
don't get to enjoy the beefed-up firepower for very long. It also triggers automatically, so how useful you'll find it depends
entirely on when it happens.
There's a laser upgrade I can't comment on as I've not managed to get up to that level yet, and I don't really feel compelled to try.
Apart from the waves changing daily, that's all there is to the game. There are no other modes, nothing else to try out or to keep
your interest after your first few rounds. It plays alright I guess, though momentum feels a little weird and it's nowhere near as
responsive as it needs to be (certainly it controls nothing like Luftrausers).
I feel like if this was an Early Access title I'd definitely hold on to it, as there's a lot of potential for a good game here. But it's
not an Early Access title, and what's here doesn't feel like it's enough to justify a purchase.. I tried to like this game , I really did.
But i cannot recommend it.
At its core it is a platformer with push puzzles , traps and physics.
Problem is , the difficulty stems not from the game design but rather from the lack of it.
Some puzzles require you to jump on chains but the chains move without logic , sometimes catapultig you randomly around the
room , into spikes.
There are purple mushrooms that act like springs , but they seem to ignore gravity and intertia and just catapult you as they will
into spikes.
The final straw was a room of cannon enemies , their shots bounce like a pool ball , completely unpredictable , and explode on
top of that.
I've had the broken mechanics work in my favor at times when i tried to push a treasure chest up a lift to distract some knights ,
it got stuck , bounced off a wall and crushed both of them.
Another time a cannonball took out three enemies for no reason , they all just bounced into one another and died without taking
any fall damage.
If you can forgive frustrating mechanics the concept is unique enough to check out , but right now , as far as I am concerned ,
the challenge is not designed as much as a chaotic physics engine that doesn't know whether it's coming or going.. Great game
all it needs now are mods!. I loved the game!
I played this with my friend for a while and we both loved it but it's not worth the price. The units are top notch and this is a
good DLC. As a rule of thumb, the units are capped at 1, in terms of how many you can recruit. Certain ones (Hungarian
Grenadiers, Freikorp, Legion of the United States) can be recruited in greater numbers. In some cases, the elite units can be
recruited very easily, which is helpful on a campaign level, and others can be recruited in bulk which again, is very helpful on a
campaign level. In terms of multiplayer usefullness, these units will undoubtedly give your armies quite a bit of extra punch,
which is important, obviously.
Edit: I'd also like to take this moment to call Valve Corp. out on its recent anti-consumer practice of subtly hiding negative
reviews. Read here: https:\/\/steamcommunity.com\/games\/593110\/announcements\/detail\/1808664240333155775.
Spectacular game, though were lots of bags when released. Highly recommended!. Please, this game is not worth a cent. There
are better games on free online game sites. This game has 5 levels that last about 10 mins of walking around and a basic shooting
system. It really is not fun. Then to top it off, there's 1 achievement that you can't unlock. The only upside to this game is that
the trading cards cost about half the games price so when you sell the trading cards you make money. However if you're like me
and like to craft cards the cards cost around 50 cents NZ each... Would not recommend/10. If you like the game Rock, Paper,
Scissors you will like this.
A comical setup of characters and upgrades/gear for your characters make this one of those sort of games where a simple
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gameplay can be fun.
Lots of variety and game modes make this quite addictive.
Good quick matchmaking.. I really enjoyed this game! It was a lot of fun making progress building things, farming and
interacting with\/unlocking more characters. Will be keen to replay sometime in the future.. This is the best route on Train Sim,
even though there is faster routes they all have some quirks. But this route is just plain awesome the train doesnt drive its self
which is so fun, I would highly reccomend this route to anyone!
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